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The objective of the
sprinkler system is to wet
the cow’s back, but to avoid
moisture accumulation on
the udder or in freestalls.
Evaporative cooling occurs
when the moisture is
evaporated by natural or
mechanical ventilation.

This publication dis-
cusses guidelines for sizing
and installing sprinkler
systems at the feed line.
The information is not
intended to cover the
design procedures of high-
pressure fogging or evapo-
rative-cooling systems.

System Components
System components

include a timer, a thermo-
stat, a solenoid valve,
pressure reducer, piping,
and sprinkler nozzles (See
Figure 1). The casing of the
equipment should be
waterproof and dust proof
to meet electrical codes.

The thermostat should
be set to turn the sprinkler
on when the air tempera-
ture exceeds 70 to 75°
Fahrenheit. A thermostat
will control a valve or
solenoid located prior to the
first nozzle. The solenoid
valve controls the water
flow through the pipe.

Sprinkler systems need
a 15- to 30-minute on-off
timer. A 15-minute cycle is
common—the sprinkler is
on for 3 minutes and off
for the next 12 minutes.
The timer should be

controllable to the nearest
15 to 30 seconds. If flow
quantity is a limiting
factor, then sequencing the
system is an option. If
there are multiple sprin-
kler systems, a 60-minute
timer may be needed to
sequence the individual
sprinkler systems.

The pressure reducer is
needed to limit the sprin-
kler-line pressure at the
inlet to 20 to 40 pounds per
square inch depending on
the recommendation of the
nozzle manufacturer. This
primarily is needed when
the water pressure in the
distribution pipe exceeds
40 pounds per square inch.
Pressure losses through the
distribution pipe should
not exceed 5 pounds per
square inch. Water usage
during a summer may vary
from 500 to 1,500 gallons
per cow depending on the
weather conditions and
sprinkler system used.

Water Application Rate
A simple design criteria

of wetting rate is 0.03
gallons per square foot of
wetted surface area per
sprinkler on the cycle. The
wetted surface area is the
area wetted as the sprinkler
nozzle oscillates back and
forth. Normally, a distance
of 6 to 8 feet is wetted
behind the feed line. One
guideline is to use 6 square
feet per foot of feeding
space. If the feed line is 100

Cows experience heat stress when the temperature-humidity
index (THI) is above 72. During heat stress, respiration
rates increase, while milk production and reproduction
decrease. One practice in heat stress control is to install
sprinkler systems over the feed line and in the holding pen.
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feet long, then the wetted
area per pen is 600 square
feet (100 feet × 6 square
feet). Therefore, 18 gallons
(600 square feet × 0.03
gallons per square foot) of
water is required to meet
the design criteria of .03
gallons per square foot per
cycle. The water pipes must
be able to deliver 18 gallons
of water during the se-
lected sprinkler “on” cycle.
If the sprinkler’s cycle time
is 3 minutes for the 18-
gallon usage, the required
flow rate is 6 gallons per
minute (gpm).

Sizing of Water Pipe
The main distribution

pipe is sized based on
providing water to the

number of sprinkler sys-
tems that are operating. If
four pens are being cooled
simultaneously, then the
water usage per cycle rate is
72 gallons, using the above
example of 18 gallons per
cycle. Using 72 gallons in 3
minutes requires a water
flow rate of 24 gallons per
minute. Sequencing of the
individual sprinkler sys-
tems requires a flow rate of
only 6 gallons per minute.

Selecting the “on” time
is also critical in sizing the
water pipes. If the “on”
cycle time of the above
sample is 6 minutes, then
the main pipe supply water
to the individual sprinkler
system must be able to
handle 3 gallons per minute
(18 gallons per 6 minutes).
Increasing the “on” cycle
time decreases the required
water flow rate. The recom-
mended flow rate in gallons
per minute equals:

wetted area (sq ft) × 0.03 gal/sq ft

cycle on time (min)

Table 1 shows the
maximum distance from a
well or water meter connec-

tion to the sprinkler system
controller based on flow
rate, PVC pipe size, and
limiting the pressure drop
to 5 pounds per square inch.
Assume a producer wants
to determine if a 11/2 inch
PVC pipe will carry 27
gallons per minute for 400
feet. Table 1 shows that,
with a 30 gallon per minute
flow rate, a 11/2 pipe should
only be used if the distance
is 200 feet or less. Therefore,
a 2 inch PVC pipe would be
selected since it can carry 30
gallons per minute up to
660 feet before exceeding
the 5 pounds per square
inch pressure drop. A new
water line for sprinkling
cows may have to be added
in existing facilities if the
current water lines were
sized to handle peak de-
mand of the waterers.

Table 2 shows the
recommended minimum
pipe size from the solenoid
valve to the last sprinkler
nozzle for the sprinkler
distribution system. This
table was developed based
on applying 0.06 gallons per
minute per foot length of
feed line (note: (0.03 gal/sq
ft × 6 ft/ft length) ÷ 3 min
cycle = 0.06 gpm/ft length)
and limiting the total
pressure drop to 5 pounds
per square inch or less. A 3-
minute cycle was used in
sizing the flow rate. If a feed
line is 200 feet long and the
solenoid valve is located at
one end of the system, then
the first 100 feet of pipe past
the valve should be 11/4 -
inch PVC pipe and the next
100 feet should be 1-inch
PVC pipe. Another option
is to bring the main distri-
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Figure 1. Cooling system components

Table 1: Recommended maximum distance from well or water meter connection for
PVC pipe of varying diameters and flow rates and limiting pressure drop to 5 pounds
per square inch (no allowances made for fittings or elbows).

Pipe Dia. Flow Rate (gpm)
(inch) 10 20 30 40 50 100

0.5
0.75 60
1.0 180 40
1.25 700 200 100 60
1.5 1,500 400 200 120 80
2.0 5,000 1,400 660 400 240 80
2.5 12,000 3,300 1,600 900 600 160
3.0 43,000 12,000 5,600 3,300 2,200 600
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bution line to the center of
the feed line. This limits the
distance from the solenoid
to the last nozzle to 100 feet
and then 3/4-inch PVC pipe
could be used.

The sprinkler nozzles
and pipe must be supported
between the building post if
post spacing is greater than
4 feet (Figure 2). A steel
cable can be placed along
the feed line and stretched
tightly. The pipe can be
fastened to the cable by
using wire ties. Another
option is to place a 2×4
along the post and use
clamps to hold the pipe in
place. Ideally, the nozzles
should be located 12 to 18
inches behind the feed line
(cow side of the feed line is
considered the back side)
(See Figure 3). The bottom
of the nozzle should be 7
feet above the concrete floor
(See Figure 2).

Sprinkler Nozzles
Sprinkler nozzles are

rated to deliver a set number
of gallons per minute (gpm)
or gallons per hour (gph).
An adequately sized nozzle
should have a rating near 0.5
gallons per minute or 30
gallons per hour. The nozzle
pattern or diameter should
be 6 to 8 feet. Normally,

there is an adjustment on the
nozzle that adjusts the
diameter. Nozzles can be
purchased to spray water in
a 180-degree or 360-degree
pattern. The 180-degree
nozzle works well at the
feed line. If the 360-degree
nozzle is used, then the
sprinkler system needs to be
suspended 5 feet behind the
feed line and spray diameter
limited to 8 feet.

Nozzle spacing is equal
to the nozzle diameter or
pattern. If the nozzle spray
diameter is 8 feet, then the
maximum spacing of the
nozzles should be 8 feet on
center. It is better to reduce
maximum nozzle spacing 5
to 20 percent to ensure
adequate coverage where
the nozzles overlap and
provide allowance for wind
direction. The maximum

spray diameter of a nozzle
should be an 8 feet diameter
to avoid wetting the free stall
bedding.

Operating Cost
Sprinkler systems can

be installed for less than $5
per foot of feed line. Sprin-
kler packages are available
from most dairy equipment
and suppliers for $200 to
$300. Most operations will
require one sprinkler
package per 100 feet of feed
line. Normally, additional
nozzles and piping are all
that is required for extend-
ing the sprinkler system
from 100 to 200 feet. Beyond
200 feet, the economics of
installing larger pipe to
handle the high flow rates
has to be compared against
purchasing multiple con-
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Figure 2. Typical sprinkler system located over feed line.

Table 2: Recommended minimum PVC pipe size per 100-foot section based on the
distance from the solenoid valve to last sprinkler nozzle and limiting total pressure drop
to 5 pounds per square inch.

Total Length Distance from solenoid valve to last sprinkler nozzle (ft)*
(ft) 0-100 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500
100 3/4 in**
200 11/4 in 1 in
300 11/2 in 11/4 in 1 in
400 2 in 11/2 in 11/4 in 1 in
500 2 in 2 in 11/2 in 11/4 in 1 in

** Minimum recommended PVC pipe size for this section
* Based on water application rate of 0.06 gallons per minute per foot length
(0.03 gal/ sq ft, wetted distance 6 ft, 3 min sprinkler on-cycle)
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trollers. Multiple controllers
may be better since part of a
feed line can still be cooled
if a component fails.

Kansas weather pat-
terns are such that a sprin-
kler system will probably
operate 8 to 12 hours per
day and from 100 to 150
days per year. Limited data
in Kansas indicates about
40,000 gallons of water will
be required for sprinkling
100 feet of feed line. Based
on 100 days of operation,
this is equal to 800 gallons
per day. Cost of rural water
ranges from $1.50 to $2.00
per 1,000 gallons. Esti-
mated daily cost for water
is $1.50 per 100 feet of feed
line or about 3 cents per 2
feet feeding space. Water
cost can be recovered by
seeing a daily increase in
milk of less than 1 pound.
An increase of 100 pounds

weight of milk per cow
during the summer is
needed to cover the fixed
and variable cost of most
sprinkler systems. The life
expectancy of a sprinkler
system is 5 years.

Maintenance
Annual cleaning or

replacement of some
nozzles is required. Nozzles
should be removed each
fall and soaked in vinegar
or other solutions to re-
move the calcium build up
due to hard water. Water
filters may be required with
some water sources to
remove particles that can
plug nozzles. The piping
should be drained in Octo-
ber to avoid frozen water
lines. Compressed air can
be used to remove all of the
water from the system.

Avoid Spraying into Freestalls

Freestalls

Spray Diameter/Wetted Surface Area

Feed Line
Post

Sprinkler Line

14'
6'

Figure 3. Top view of sprinkler system at feed line.

Sprinkler systems should
not be placed on 24-hour
timers or shut off during the
night hours particularly
with 3 times milking. Cows
will come to the feed bunk
during the night and Kan-
sas conditions are such that
heat stress is a 24-hour
problem rather than a dawn
to dusk problem.

Summary
When the temperature-

humidity index (THI) is
above 72, sprinkler systems
can be installed to prevent
heat stress to cows. Esti-
mated daily cost for water
is about 3 cents per 2 feet
feeding space. A response
of 100 pounds of milk per
cow during the summer is
needed to cover the fixed
and variable cost of most
sprinkler systems.
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